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IN THIS ISSUE
We look at America at three different times each approximately a century apart – the early
nineteenth century of Alexis de Tocqueville, the early twentieth century of James Truslow
Adams and the present. We will identify some of the forces in our government, society and
character that, over time, have moved us away from our origins.

IN OUR NEXT ISSUE
We will explore the threat we now face from our abuse of our environment and whether there
exists a practical will or way to avoid a massive failure on our part to even attempt a remedial
response. The title will be Poles Apart: In Science, Politics and Our Views of Each Other.

THE MUCKER POSE 1
LONG LENS: THE VIEW FROM WHO WE WERE TO WHAT WE ARE.
ALEXIS deTOCQUEVILLE – 19TH CENTURY

for answers and adventure, deTocqueville came to
this country in the 1830s, traveled extensively here
and wrote Democracy in America2, by which he fondly
introduced our experiment and people to French and
other European readers.
What he found was a brash, energetic, friendly,
industrious, generous, strong and sometimes rough,
people with an open and democratic government which
largely rejected the distinctions and privileges
conferred in Europe by class and titles. He was well
aware that, although our progress was necessarily
uneven, we were engaged in the process of acting out
our birth proclamation of fifty years earlier.
Not
surprisingly,
deTocqueville
was
impressed by what appeared to be a common and civil
dialogue at all levels of our society. This open and
friendly spirit increased as he left the cities of the
Atlantic seaboard and traveled to the smaller towns

The nearly simultaneous revolutions in our
country (1775-83) and France (1789-99) and the
similarities expressed in their principles established
an unusually enduring and close bond between these
two very different nations.
While this bond has been sorely tested in
recent years, it has remained very much a part of
our histories for two centuries. There is, of course,
our “special relationship” with England based on
our common language and heritage, but it was France
that acted as mid-wife during our national birth.
Alexis deTocqueville (1805-59) was born to
titled French parents who managed to survive both
the Revolution and the Directory’s reign of terror
which followed. As a new member of the family of
nations, America became a matter of curiosity and
interest among the old order in Europe. Looking



In Adams’ lifetime of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries spent in the upper social circles
of Boston and New York this was mostly a nine to five
workplace convention.
Adams even saw evidence of the MP in the
reduced literacy of the press of his time caused
by editors seeking the lower language levels more
likely to produce advertising. And, in our personal
lives he saw MP taking the form of bad drinking, the
use of slovenly English language and profanity and
smutty stories to create the aura of a good mixer and
to become popular with those of lesser advantages.
One comment, quite revealing in retrospect,
involves a friend of Adams who decided he could no
longer take foreign guests to his club for lunch
or dinner because they might be offended by the
profanity and smut of his fellow American members.

and trading posts of our advancing frontier. The
practical egalitarianism of life in rural or frontier
America far outshone that which his country had
produced by its own revolution.
*

*

*

JAMES TRUSLOW ADAMS – 20TH CENTURY
Like deTocqueville, James Truslow Adams
was of a privileged background. He was a graduate
of Yale University and then worked on Wall Street
for a New York Stock Exchange member firm. In his
mid-thirties, he, too, opted for a literary life and
produced a substantial body of historical work.
Adams was a deTocqueville in reverse, as he
made frequent and lengthy visits to Europe which
enabled him to view and write about America with
the benefit of a dual lens. In The Mucker Pose (MP)
Adams identifies MP as a social form widely evident in
America by which the more fortunate members of our
society (i.e. greater education, wealth, job status,
etc.) imitate and adopt the language, mannerisms and
customs of less fortunate individuals and groups
who have not shared these benefits.
MP, Adams believes, derives from three
powerful factors in American life – our democracy,
our business/commerce and our mobility. If we view
the English middle class as the vessel in which these
elements of our democracy were mixed and then
spread over a vast wilderness that invited rugged
people and a rugged life, we can begin to see Adams’
point.
Adams notes that in a democracy the people
have the power and, therefore, the power to grant
power. The latter can create distinctions, but these
distinctions must be reviewed by the democratic
process – i.e. by the people. They may produce wealth
which can extend benefits to themselves and to society
at large, but they do not harden into hereditary lines
of class, titles and historical privilege.
MP is a conscious choice. It is adopted, not
forced upon anyone. In our politics one must appear
as “of the people” and, consequently, candidates
adjust their language, appearance and, in today’s
idiom, image downward to that level of life’s fortune
that offers the broadest area of contact.
In business, Adams states, “You must never
appear to be superior”, and then adds a phrase that
reveals the distance between his time and ours,
“even if you are.” The successful business man
was charged with conforming to his customers in
matters of style and language and to be one of them.

. . . today’s standards
(the new American oxymoron) . . .



To put this in perspective, we are not talking
about steel mill, stevedore or staff-sergeant stuff.
The language of the gentleman’s club in early
twentieth century America was probably hardly
notable by today’s standards (the new American
oxymoron), but to Adams and probably to many of his
contemporaries it was felt as just another surrender
to a less mannered and dignified way of life.
Adams, of course, was right in viewing the
MP as a conscious effort. As such, we have to ask
ourselves a question which is equally applicable
to our time as his. What was (or is) the benefit, or
protection, to be gained from adopting the MP?
Apart from the obvious benefits at the
political and commercial levels cited by Adams, are
there other protections or safety that we seek in the
MP? Protection from confrontation? Superiority?
Antagonism? Violence? Alienation and/or otherness?
These are all real threats at our personal and
social levels of being, real then for Adams and even
more real for us today. The widening divide between
who we were in the early nineteenth and twentieth
centuries was something that James Truslow Adams
could face and describe, even using terms such as
“gentleman” and “superior” to describe different
social strata. He could write about the accelerating
cultural and social changes of his time knowing that,
while standards may have slipped a bit, they were
still important to his social structure.
Adams historical insight could have not kept

pace with the separation between his time and ours.
For him, comprehension would have been impossible,
as it may also prove to be for us.

*

*

While it would be a gross exaggeration to say
that the nations of the world are now all militarily
equal, the truth is that technology has created the
greatest democracy in the world. Unlike ours, it is
global. It is a democracy of risk and peril!
The second aspect of the Cold War between
communism and democracy is that, in spite of our
triumph, the Marxist/Lenin ideology has left an imprint
throughout the world that will not disappear. It now
has an existence of its own apart from carrying the
baggage of Soviet Communism and serves as a violent
and acceptable model for third world countries
where the process of political expression includes
armed rebellion and/or conflict.
The image of democracy that we attempt to
project does not fall upon a blank page but rather
one on which Marxist expectations and promises have
already been written. The current Marxist message
and model are now fluid enough to serve local
emotions, interests and politics and have become a
global reality.
On one level they address political
representation and on another the years of
suppression and anger for political, economic,
religious and social exclusion. Add radical Islam and
the problem grows worse. Life is bitter and cheap on
the fringes of the world, and it is a great and unjust
vanity to think otherwise.

*

WHO, WHAT OR WHERE WE ARE TODAY
In the almost two hundred years since
deTocqueville’s visit our country has participated in
about a dozen wars of one kind or another, developed
nuclear weapons and achieved a victory over world
communism sponsored by the Soviet Union.
At the same time we have created a large body
of legislation, some good and some not, that has
moved and changed our country in some surprising
directions and ways. The most significant acts,
we think, were those that had the capability to
transform the way we live to a far greater degree
than anticipated at the time of their passage.
Prime examples are Lincoln’s Homestead Act
of 1862, Wilson’s Income Tax of 1913, FDR’s WW II
GI Bill of Rights, Eisenhower’s Interstate Highway
Act of 1956 and Lyndon Johnson’s Civil Rights Act
of 1964. What they all share is the ability to create
vast, long-term social change as well as economic or
political results.
By the time WW II was over and we embarked
upon “the post war world” we found ourselves
engaged in a nuclear stalemate and a determined
struggle with the Soviet Union for global economic,
political and military dominance. And, while the
Soviet Union no longer exists, there are two aspects
of this contest that are still very much with us that
influence our global, military and/or diplomatic
choices.
The first is the disappearance of the
geographic protection provided by the sea to the
English speaking world. For hundreds of years
England, and then later the U.S., enjoyed the security
of being surrounded, or mostly so, by water. This
made a critical difference in WW II, but with the
development of nuclear missiles and submarines that
can destroy targets thousands of miles distant this
line of defense no longer exists.

*

*

*

REUBEN WITH THE EGG MONEY

it is a democracy of risk
and peril!



The America that deTocqueville saw and
wrote about seemed to him to display such an
unfailing innocence and friendliness that it might
be seen as part of our genetic make-up. Certainly
to his European contemporaries, whose manners and
character derived fron centuries of royal courts
and customs, America must have appeared as “Reuben
with the egg money”.
But America transformed itself in major
ways in the latter part of the nineteenth century.
As we neared the closing of our frontier, which had
served as the dominant element of our growth and
unification during our first century of existence, we
could begin to see signs of the social and political
polarization that grips our country today.
Ironically, many of the values and forces that
had provided unity in seeking the frontier, once it
was settled, were either abandoned or applied to
local or regional development, as we moved along a

new path from an agrarian to an industrial society.
Our Indian wars and wilderness had been both
a drain and way of life for over two hundred years in
America. As they passed from its scene, it seems as if
we began to fight more among ourselves.
This new path was uneven, at best. It would
lead us to undreamed of riches and power and, at
the same time, from the eighteenth century’s Great
Awakening to prohibiting prayer in schools. In Wall
Street’s jargon we were “long” on loot and “short”
on logic. Having become more industrial and more
urban, after a one year decisive participation in WW I’s
four year attempt at mutually assured destruction,
we became a major world power. It hardly mattered
that the allies’ conduct of the peace was as inept
as their military management. Everyone wanted to
go home and return to “normal”, but “normal” no
longer existed. We had, however, added “powerful”
to our resume. We were rich and strong.
By the time historian James Truslow Adams
wrote The Mucker Pose he was definitely onto
something important in our national character. In
the century between deTocqueville’s and his own
studies of Americans, Adams discerned a tendency to
adjust our behavior to the lower levels of others,
to meet everyone on their ground, to make our social
outreach by speech and gestures as inclusive as our
early political philosophy.
*

*

regulations or contracts are to be provided on
demand in any of 322 languages.
And the growth of the use of Spanish over the
past three decades in state and federal documents,
packaging, broadcasting, publishing, etc. has been
another process by which we seek to dilute our
identity by accommodation rather than to push for
assimilation.
France, on the other hand, has tried valiantly
to defend its language against the encroachments
of time, slang, multi-national European TV and the
changes wrought by direct contact with tourism and
immigration. Although the result may be inevitable,
there’s still a certain valor to France’s effort
to defend itself against what may turn out to be
indefensible.
Language is a target under constant attack by
ethnic and population changes in which race plays an
active role. This is truer today in America than ever
before, as we admit an increasingly large and more
various mix of immigrants.
But the greatest impact on our spoken language
comes from our African-American population whose
speech patterns are often quickly adopted by whites
of all classes.
Consider President Bush’s addressing Tony
Blair at the recent G8 summit meeting by using “Yo”,
a currently popular form of black street speech.
Adams would be hard pressed to find a clearer example
of MP than this appropriation of African-American
slang by our president with his New England prep
school, Yale & Harvard Business School education.
Henry Louis Gates, Jr.3, commenting on today’s
black vernacular, quotes the poet Amiri Baraka – “It
becomes part of the mainstream in a minute. We hear
the rapper say “I’m outta here” – the next thing you
know, Clinton’s saying “I’m outta here”.

*

MUCKER POSE — LANGUAGE
We should contrast Adams’ concern for
his European guest’s exposure to coarse language
to our present state, less than a century since
The Mucker Pose first appeared, when leading
Hollywood entertainment corporations are pressing
to legalize the use of the F-word and S-word in TV
broadcasting.
Hollywood is certainly the Mucker metrocenter of the country, but our willingness, or even
eagerness, to trade in yesterday’s standards and
identity for something more common, more “cool”,
more glitzy is widespread. It is evident in our
politics, in sports, in the arts, in commerce, in our
national language – in fact, in everything.
Perhaps in the matter of language we can
see this cause and effect most clearly. In Executive
order #13166 issued by President Clinton, and
allowed to remain in force by President Bush, all
official documents involving government services,

. . . white folk have come to speak ‘black’
far better than blacks speak ‘white’.



Professor Gates goes on to point out the
continuing language transfer between whites and
blacks – “Talk about changing places. Even as large
numbers of black children struggle with standard
English, hip-hop has become the recreational lingua
franca of white suburban youth. . . . Is it possible,
after all these years, that white folk have come to
speak ‘black’ far better than blacks speak ‘white’?”
These widespread and rapid language changes
are only possible today because of our present

communications technology, especially TV, which
gives MP an impetus that Adams could never have
foreseen.
And let’s not forget that other language —
body language. We should note the “high five” which
traveled from the urban street scene to professional
basketball, then to other sports and now can be seen
on the tennis courts and fairways of white suburban
country clubs, as well as all levels of our school
system.
*

*

confidence, romance, success; in short, all the Alist imperatives for modern life. The marketing of
gratification is a miracle of our time and PC is as
slick a piece of packaging as any car, cosmetic, or
candy bar, but lacks, however, any warning to the
consumer of possible side-effects or dangers from
its use.
*

*

THE TECHNOLOGY TORNADO

*

Tornadoes are perhaps nature’s most
terrifying events. We know what causes them, but,
once located, have no ability to control them or to
predict their courses. Their vortex on the ground can
be several hundred yards in diameter and can reach
speeds of 300 miles per hour. The great damage they
can cause is totally random and indiscriminate, often
dividing communities, or even individual houses, into
areas of great or no damage.
The process of technological development
shares some of this unpredictability, although on a
much lesser scale as it is subject to man’s mentality
and his ability to extract meaning and order from
nature.
In a time as technologically determined as
ours, the path not chosen can be as significant as
the one that is. For example, Henry Ford originally
designed his car with an ignition system that could
use either gasoline or alcohol subject to a switch
under the driver’s control.
John D. Rockefeller, who had enormous
investments in petroleum but none in alcohol,
persuaded Ford to remove the alcohol option, much
to the detriment of our environment, as alcohol
mixtures can be biodegradabe and cleaner, cheaper,
safer and more efficient than petroleum-based
fuels. What must have seemed like a relatively
simple decision to Henry Ford at the time resulted
in a century of automotive emissions’ pollution that
has had an enormous impact on our environment and
hopefully, now, on the way we treat it.

MUCKER POSE — THE PC CONNECTION
There is no clearer example of what Adams
termed MP than our recent adoption of “political
correctness”, or PC, and its current expansion into
every corner of life. There is no way we can precisely
locate the time or place of PC’s birth. It might well
have taken place in one of the determinedly social
and poltical global parliaments such as the UN or EU;
or the regional groups of cooperating governments
that have developed in Africa and Latin America;
or in some smaller, local context such as state
or community school, health, electoral or other
administrative bodies.
Whatever its source, it has now extended far
beyond the circumstances of its origin. We cannot
claim that PC is a direct descendent of MP, but the
latter helped to provide a fertile field and culture
in which PC could find nourishment.
What Adams saw as an effort by those of
privilege to erase their distinction, to be a joiner
and good fellow and to reach out in some minor,
but symbolic, way, and thereby to compensate for
their advantage by leveling the social field, has
been translated into a political process that counts
followers in churches, schools, bureaucracies,
legislatures and businesses and, over time, has
acquired the power to intimidate.
PC claims to represent unity and fairness. It
does not. It separates a part, or parts, from the whole,
reducing the power of the latter and amplifying that
of the former. It becomes successively easier as
more parts are removed to create a mathematical
reversal of the outcome of any vote.
The packaging industry was one of the
great economic and technological successes of the
twentieth century. By label, logo or text applied
to the outer package the consumer was unabashedly
and regularly offered happiness, health, wealth,

*

. . . the human sense of vogue
inevitably appears.



Technological development, like a tornado,
builds up enormous momentum sucking in and fueling
itself with more and more information as, veering

one way and then another, it exerts itself from
laboratory to finished product. It is not pure science,
however, as in its funding, testing, manufacturing
and marketing phases the human sense of vogue
inevitably appears.
In our great industrial expansion of the late
nineteenth century major effort and investment
was directed to the development of basic industries
such as steel, cattle, mineral extraction (coal,
gold, silver, copper, iron ore, oil) food processing,
shipping, railroads and others which provided the
basic tools for an economy based on both agriculture
and manufacturing.
And yet there were three other technologies,
oriented directly towards the consumer, which
changed the way we thought – the telephone, the
electric light and the sewing machine – all of which
provided large savings of time for their users.
The electrical triumphs of Bell and Edison served
as an introduction to what would follow in the
next century in which our expanding economy and
prosperity turned towards the consumer.
Cars, airplanes, radios, magazines, home
appliances all saved time or money, or both, but
mostly time. The world was speeding up in all kinds
of ways and we had to keep up. This process had two
enormous steps forward (WWs I & II) and one back
(the Great Depression), but we were able, mostly by
good fortune, to survive all three, and by the midtwentieth century life in America had been vastly
and permanently altered.
Proud of our victory in WW II and, consistent
with deTocqueville’s and Adams’ observations,
seeking recognition for it, we failed to immediately
recognize two emerging technologies that would
move and change the whole world and dominate its
politics to this day, and beyond.
We refer to the development of rocket
science and unmanned vehicles for both exploration
and weaponry, thereby eliminating all geographic
sanctuaries.
The other absolutely mind-bending agency
for change was the appearance of television, its rapid
improvement and expansion and its total captivation
of every level of commercial activity – production,
marketing and the ultimate consumer. Even with the
benefit of hindsight, the degree to which TV changed
our ways of living and thinking is dazzling.
Its impact, as great as it was commercially,
was equal, or even greater, on our politics, our
culture and our character. It was, in its way, a
“perfect storm” of change.

*

*

*

Bell’s telephone, Edison’s light and Singer’s
sewing machine respectively changed the way we
heard, saw and made things. Their use spread rapidly,
bringing profits to their creators and reducing the
differences and distances between the more and less
developed populations around the world.
In the years following WW II, technology was
able to change not only the way we live, but also
the way we view ourselves and others, the way we
govern and our ability to extract information from
the enormous base of knowledge of every kind that
surrounds us – history, religion, commerce, science,
medicine, government, the environment and whatever
else might suit our purpose.
Television had this capability and in the
span of one generation transformed itself from
a new arrival to our dominant access to news,
entertainment, art and politics.
TV was followed by the computer, which has
changed our relationship to our planet, as well as
ourselves, and even reaches into outer space to pry
loose and retrieve those secrets, closely guarded
by time and distance, that only a few decades ago we
referred to as “mysteries of the ages” or “the great
unknown”.
The appearance of even one new technology of
such magnitude in a lifetime creates real challenges
as to how best to increase its use and apply its
benefits. A “triple whammy” such as what we have
recently experienced suggests that as a nation we are
now, and are likely to continue to be, overwhelmed
by what we have created.
In our twenty-first century we may be living
out scientific and ethical questions of the nineteenth
century posed by Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, Frankenstein
and the Monster and The Portrait of Dorian Gray.
No longer just the subject of novels, the matter of
evil consequences, and humanity’s accountability or
responsibility for them, plays out on a global stage
to a largely uncomprehending audience.
In this issue we will explore some of the
ways in which these technologies have changed our
national government, politics and character.

*

*

*

THE GREAT DIVIDE


From the earliest days of the Puritans’

arrival in the new world the thirteen colonies that
formed the basis of our political and social character
attracted a variety of religious beliefs.
To Europeans, America offered a religious
environment free of the entrenched corruption and
privilege that had accumulated over centuries in the
Roman Catholic church. As a new society that rejected
many of Europe’s restrictions, America found itself
home and host to Anglicans, Dutch Reformers,
Catholics, Puritans, Presbyterians and others. And,
even as we grew and declared our independence
and became a nation, there was a strong moral and
ethical tone to our new government and the process
by which it came into being.

*
*
*
Change is constant, either subtle or
drastic, and always unavoidable, with the ability of
societies to manage it in peaceful and moderate ways
dependent upon the forces that generate it. These
may be religion, technology, politics, war, commerce,
population, territory, climate, natural resources or
any combination thereof.
In eighteenth and nineteenth century America
the dominant force in our national life was the
physical closing of the frontier and settling the
open space between the oceans. We then turned to
developing the almost unlimited wealth that our
“New Eden” had provided.
As the nineteenth century drew to a close we
were edging towards fame in a new and unfamiliar
role at the center of the world stage. That role
became more clearly perceived both domestically
and abroad by our decisive participation in WW I
after which we experienced the extreme highs of the
20s and the lows of the Great Depression in the 30s.
The technologies that brought broad change to
our lives in these two decades produced Hollywood’s
films, Detroit’s cars and New York’s radio broadcasts,
each of which in their way touched millions of lives
and offered relief to the extraordinary economic
and social pain of the Depression.
Coming out of it and into WW II, however,
much of our structure was pretty much as it had
been. Print dominated our national media. There
were ten daily newspapers in NYC and almost that
many national weekly magazines with circulations in
the millions.
The content of our entertainment and media
products was generally regulated by mutual consent
to conform to common decency standards, with the
exception of Hollywood which required some help
from its self-designated censor, the Hays office.
In 1940, still reeling from the Depression
and facing the probability of another World War,
America could have mustered the image of being the
New Eden only with great difficulty. It would never
be able to do so again.

. . . a new life for the faithful
free of humanity’s past errors.

Many of those who came to the “new world”
and practiced a variety of religions saw this vast,
continent as the “New Eden” where people could
live by God’s law as stated in the Bible and where He
could decree and direct a new life for the faithful
free of humanity’s past errors.
In early eighteenth century New England, Rev.
Jonathan Edwards, who regularly preached three to
four hour sermons with no cushions in the pews, led
a movement called The Great Awakening to convince
settlers that America was, indeed, the new Garden
of Eden, and that both it and they, as its inhabitants,
had a special Christian spiritual responsibility to
protect and expand it.
The Great Awakening was a very real and
powerful force in early New England. As the thirteen
colonies grew, became more politically involved and
moved towards independence and then revolution, it
lost some of its strength and currency, but was reborn
in the first two decades of the nineteenth century
as The Second Great Awakening, when it spread the
concept of America as the new political, religious
and natural Eden to our expanding population in the
then western states of WV, OH, TN, IN, IL.
The difference between America as the
specially anointed and appointed “New Eden” of The
Great Awakening three hundred years ago and what
presently informs our politics and culture is just
one example of the degree to which our people, our
character and our institutions have been altered.
Far from being the “New Eden” what we see in America
today is more likely to suggest the “New Sodom and
Gomorrah”.

*



*

*

Commercial television, first offered by the
major radio broadcasters and a few independents,
made its debut shortly after WW II.
Initial
programming consisted mostly of sports events, news

and drama and viewing hours were limited. The rest
is history, as TV reception and program production
quickly increased. It soon reached out to all parts
of the country and into all areas of our lives with a
24/7 viewing capability.
Today, it dominates our culture, our
entertainment and our media industry with a program
content that draws mostly on sports, sitcoms,
“reality” TV’s celebrity creation, rock/rap music,
made-for-TV films and reruns of old films from major
studio archives. This appalling mix is the result of a
half-century’s “dumbing down” process that James
Truslow Adams would not have been able to imagine.
The generation from roughly 1930 to 1960 is
now seen as a “golden” age of American films which
well served our country’s needs as we experienced,
first, the Great Depression and, then, WW II. We
enjoyed the music of Kern, Gershwin, Berlin, Porter,
Rogers and Loewe and the lyrics of Hammerstein, Ira
Gershwin, Hart and Lerner, among many others.
Perhaps it was who we were that determined
what they made, whereas the opposite seems to be at
work today. The entertainment industry, the media
and our culture (EMC complex) have created an aura
saturated with sex from which there is no refuge.
As the dominant element in our EMC complex
by virtue of its ubiquity, TV has totally altered our
society, and has been able to do so because of the
enormous amount of money and power it has both
created and attracted. These two forces, the double
helix of our political DNA, enable corporate America
to direct large and consistent rewards to both
entertainment producers and the media.
In the EMC complex power flows through
very narrow and contained lines, much like electric
utility lines. It must not be contaminated, diluted or
wasted by overexposure to the public interest.
Before a mostly unconcerned twentyfirst century audience three related, but distinct,
tragedies are at work in the American culture.
The first is the expression by African-Americans,
roughly 10% to 15% of our population, of the vision
of violence, drugs, and hate that is the central focus
of music and lyrics in rap, rock and hip hop.
Even more serious is the embrace by others of
this African-American view of our society and their
promotion of it as equal or superior to other creative
directions. Such is the command of multiculturalism
and the proof that MP is alive and well in the USA
almost a century since it was identified by Adams.
As an example we cite a decision by a local
school board to permit admission candidates for
district arts schools to use rap music as their art

form of choice for their audition material. One board
member specifically referred to Tupac Shakur’s
lyrics as “poetry that could engage children in
reading”, although their repetitive message is mostly
concerned with drugs, violence and the denigration
of women.4 Shakur died violently in what was
generally viewed as a confrontation with one of his
competitors.
Some supporters of rap claim that it
transcends any particular population group which,
given the marketing effort to promote it to young
and unknowing listeners, may be true. Still, what is
offered in the market place today is strong proof of
the MP.
There is probably another important
contributing element in this school board’s attitude.
Many boards exist in constant fear of litigation,
especially where race might be a factor, and form
their policies accordingly. This is a relatively new
phenomenon in our society which we referred to in
our previous issue on immigration as “fear of the
few”. It often conflicts with majority rule.
Probably the most ringing endorsement of the
MP comes from a nationally syndicated columnist5
who, reporting on the MTV Video Music Awards,
wrote:
“And I don’t understand why almost
everybody wants to sound illiterate,
getting down “gangsta” style. I have
seen some of these musicians in more or
less serious interviews, and they speak
just fine. But on stage, in front of young
people who are most affected by their
grammar and presentation, they go all
sloppy and slangy.”

. . . these sellers have a governmental
partner in foreign markets . . .



And the third level of this escalating cultural
tragedy is that we willingly and enthusiastically
export the terrifying rap/rock/hip-hop vision to
others around the world. This is done, of course,
under the guise of world trade, democracy at work in
open market competition and international cultural
exchange. But the reality is that the dominant
force in our cultural shock troops’ invasion of
other lands is simply money, the old profit motive.
The extraordinary range of products offered by
the international marketers, and the revenues
they generate, assure us that these sellers have a

governmental partner in foreign markets and that
MP is on global display.
*
*
*

that, we have “the finest education system in the
world”, just the opposite is true. Our system is a
dismal failure that graduates students from high
school with fourth or fifth grade reading ability,
little or no knowledge of history, insufficient math/
science skills and not even a rudimentary familiarity
with geography (Ask a high school senior to explain
the difference between an isthmus and a peninsula,
for instance.)
Over the past half century, or more, the
“dumbing down” of American education has been seen
by its architects as a way of blunting the claims of
the many special interests and institutions involved,
and minimizing as much as possible the differences in
student skills and accomplishments.
It is the students who suffer most from this
most outrageous MP practice, ordered and enforced
at every level of government. On this scale, MP is no
longer a quaint national character trait, but rather
a force with the power to shape our society and our
destiny.
H. L. Mencken, “the Sage of Baltimore”, wrote
a widely read and generally caustic column for The
Baltimore Sun in the years between the two World
Wars. He could skewer with the best, and once
said “Nobody ever went broke underestimating the
intelligence of the American people”. Well, that’s
probably a bit over the top; after all, Mencken saw
skewering as an art form, entertainment and a way to
make a living.
But he may have hit on the same aspect of our
national character as Adams did without identifying
it. Mencken lived and wrote before the advent of
the huge government and labor union bureaucracies
that have presided over the “dumbing down” of
education in America. He would not, it seems, have
been surprised.

“READING , WRITING AND ‘RITHMETIC
ALL TO THE TUNE OF A HICKORY STICK”
These words from an early twentieth century
popular song would indicate that education in the
US grew from a grounding in the basics achieved by
firm discipline. Today’s educational process in our
public schools would dispel any such thought. It
also provides a showcase for the MP.
Education in the US is subject to a wide, and
sometimes conflicting, variety of regulations and
controls, starting at the local level with parent/
teacher committees and proceeding upward to
county and state boards and then to the federal
government’s Department of Education.
It was not always thus. Until the twentieth
century public school education had been mostly
a no-frill experience – no team sports, stadiums,
travel or cheerleaders. Buildings and faculties
were limited, but the curriculum included Latin,
Greek, math, history, English, geography, philosophy
and science in some combination. Education was,
quite simply, study intensive. There were few, or no,
distractions by extra-curricular activities.
In the newly born eighteenth century America,
it was decreed that education was to be free and
available to all. This was, literally, the time of the
one-room school house and the concept of “free”
did not have to include the much larger populations
and expenses that would follow and would pose the
classic question of mass vs. class.
About fifty years ago, John W. Gardner, Jr.,
former Secretary of HEW and head of the Carnegie
Endowment, wrote a book entitled Excellence; Can
We Be Equal and Excellent Too?6, in which he argued
that these were two mutually exclusive goals, and
yet for years our political rhetoric has insisted
otherwise. 		
Another element, unknown to American
education until the twentieth century, was the
presence of teachers’ unions. Today the unions
representing teachers are the largest and
wealthiest in our labor union movement. They exert
enormous power and, in conjunction with the Dept. of
Education, have a vise-like grip on the creation and
administration of policies that bear on every aspect
of American education.
Sadly, in spite of politicians’ frequent claims

*

*

*

MP AS POLITICAL REFUGE



It is not difficult, if we look closely, to
recognize MP beneath the surface and the rhetoric
of many of our domestic and foreign policies.
In the latter, in spite of our unique and
isolating role of superpower, our efforts to
either find common cause with or oppose others
have resulted in cynical alliances which, whatever
momentary purpose they may serve, often separate
us from the distinguishing characteristics of our
origins.

Appropriations are also made to other similar
organizations such as MALDEF, LULAC, MEChA, etc.

Our superpower role leads us to vacillate
between bouts of arrogance and being all things to
all people. We can never be all things to all people,
but we can be steadfast in seeing that who we were
and who we are recognize each other.
At the time of its writing, The Mucker Pose
addressed mainly social elements in our life such as
manners, language and personal interaction.
Since then MP has added institutional muscle
and now exists on a scale that influences our national
policies and politics. While it never appears in the
form of a direct issue, it can alter our identity and
lessen our commitment to our principles.
As an example of its presence in government,
we have only to look, as we do with many other
threats, at the immigration issue where our longstanding failure to enforce our laws has encouraged
and permitted a level of illegal immigration that
first put at risk, and now subverts, our national
culture, currency, constitution and security.
These are fundamental national institutions.
Why should they be diminished for the benefit of
others? MP suggests that our motive is to appear to
be recognized as “good guys” sharing our affluence
and good fortune with others. In truth, we will
slowly dissipate them.

*

*

*

Immigration is far from the only area of
government to display the MP. It is often present, if
you look carefully, in our foreign policy and the way
we conduct it.
But MP is, without doubt, most evident in
our electoral campaigns when candidates feel
compelled to don the hats, jerseys, jackets, T-shirts,
etc of sports teams, labor unions, military service
branches and other groups with which they seek to
ingratiate themselves by the image of shared identity
or solidarity.
The use of this campaign contrivance was
limited prior to WW II, but with TV’s emergence
thereafter it gained real momentum.
Today, President Bush stands as the mother
of all MPs. He carefully rolls up the cuffs of his
shirt sleeves (labor identity), uses the S-word (talk
tough) at the G8 meeting, and in a recent speech to an
Hispanic audience8, used the phrase “That ain’t gonna
work” (common man identity) several times. In 2001
he delivered Yale’s commencement address in which,
attempting humor, he managed to deprecate himself
as well as academic effort and achievement.9
The office of our presidency has, during
most of our history, carried with it, and was seen
by the public to have, a certain innate dignity and
power which derived more from our ideals than
individuals.
In our system at any given time we have
only one president who, with the rare exception of
impeachment, serves a term of four years. This can
be a life-time in politics and, when combined with
the certainty of human error, can produce both
unexpected and uneven results.
Still, because of who we set out to be and who
we want to be, we invest the office with considerable
awe and respect. The decline in our investment and
the “dumbing down” of both the electoral pursuit
and the actual occupancy of our presidency is a
national disappointment in which TV has played a
major role, and we are now at the point where we
need candidates who can dominate the medium, not
vice-versa. It’s that simple. It’s not easy, but it can
be done!

. . . one more manifestation of the
polarization that grips America.
This is not the MP of James Adams. It may
have started as such, but it bulked up, as if on
steroids, with political muscle and now looms as one
more manifestation of the polarization that grips
America.
The young America was a country of appealing
idealism. The new America, is one of appalling
cynicism and corruption. It includes many interests
who believe that the best way to help the third world
is to become third world, and that such a conversion
is to be accomplished even though it requires the
extinguishment of our national ideals and the
corruption of our political purpose and process.
Harsh words? Perhaps. True? For all to
see. As for our purpose, read the Constitution in
light of the results of four decades of unenforced
laws; and for process, consider the government’s
annual support with taxpayers’ funds of proimmigration interest groups such as $4.2 million to
the National Council of LaRaza and almost $700,000
to its subsidiary, the Farmworker Justice Fund.7

*
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James Truslow Adams was a great American,
although perhaps not Mt. Rushmore material, who
never sought or held public office or won a battle
or a medal. But he wrote an essay, and with unique
vision brought to our attention a trait in the American
character that others had not identified.
In his time, the MP existed on a much lower scale
in our society which, while it might draw intellectual
interest and cause some social discomfort, did not
pose a serious threat to the way we, and others, view
ourselves.
Today the MP is a broad presence in our
political life with the power to impact our policies
and our institutions of government. It robs our
executive and legislative branches of the dignity
to which they should and could be, and once were,
entitled.
Like any major change of consciousness,
ridding ourselves of MP will not be easy. It is our
country and we are both the problem and the solution.
Unfortunately, the “dumbing down” process is well
entrenched and the view ahead seems only to be more
of the same.
*

*

*

CYNICISM AND CORRUPTION IN POLICY
AND GOVERNMENT
. . . They are the chicken/egg riddle
at its best.

Today an honest evaluation of ourselves and
our role in the world must recognize the extent to
which a damaging cynicism has penetrated all levels
and branches of our government. Cynicism and
corruption are inseparable in government. Where
you find one, you find the other. They are the chicken/
egg riddle at its best.
Their path is by no means a free ride.
Spiritual tolls are collected frequently along the
way and moral bankruptcy awaits at the end. This has
rung true for most of the world’s great territorial
empires.
Our commitment to ethical government has
varied from time to time. Today it stands at an all
time low because cynicism/corruption are accepted
to such a degree that they control the conduct,
legislation and policies of our government.
One reason we emphasize the immigration
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issue so strongly is that it serves as the “poster
boy” of bad government in many ways.
The
government’s cynicism in its handling of immigration
is unrelentingly visible and includes lies, nonenforcement of laws, dereliction of duty by federal
agencies and departments, forced failure to protect
American citizens and property and more.
Our cynicism/corruption is not limited to our
domestic policies by any means. We have left a trail
across the world – in Europe, Africa, Latin America,
the Middle-East, Asia – as the result of which we have
created confusion about our intentions and actions
as sole superpower. As an example, Iraq stands out,
but it does not stand alone.
As we are drawn further (i.e. Lebanon) into
the maelstrom of Middle-Eeastern Islamic politics,
the peril to our “purse and person” grows even
greater. Foreign policy has never been a clean game,
but it seems that our present approach has been
particularly cynical, and that one of the reasons we
have not been successful is that the cynicism of our
policy is evident to all those with whom we deal.
What was our policy and the true motivation
behind it that sent us on the path of military
intervention in the Near-East?
We must disregard the rhetoric about WMD
and Saddam Hussein’s tyranny. The more recent
explanation of establishing a laboratory for
democracy, religious pluralism and tolerance and a
free market economy based on our capitalistic model
comes close to the original neocon10 position and
plan.
What the neocons proposed for America’s
role in the middle-east was nothing less than being
the agent of change that would bring about a massive
cultural, economic and political transformation.
Such change is not accomplished easily
anywhere; and especially not in the Middle-East, and
not by anyone carrying the heavy baggage of our
alliance with Israel. Of course, the economic benefits
that we would obtain were thought to be far more
than the contemplated costs, but that measurement
is no longer valid.
By looking at the map another possible, and
increasingly probable, reason for our military
actions can be revealed. We start with our military
base in Turkey which was followed by our presence
in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. Turkey and Kuwait share
land borders with Iran, and Saudi Arabia lies to its
southwest just across the Persian Gulf in which we
maintain a naval force.
Our first military incursion into Afghanistan
provided us with a presence on Iran’s eastern border

and our move into Iraq did the same on its western
boundary. The end result is that, with the exception
of a small land border to the north with Russia and
another to the southeast with Pakistan, we have
completely encircled Iran with our sea, land and air
military capability.
It is very difficult for anyone to view this
pattern as resulting from anything but policy, and
impossible for Iran to do so. And, now that neocons
and others have publicly raised the question of our
taking military action against Iran, we can realize
the effect that such speculation must have there.
We must also assume that our encirclement has had
a major impact on Tehran’s nuclear program and
negotiations.
Back to Iraq, where our military intervention
and transformation process hit unexpected insurgent
resistance much of which was provided by Hamas. As
the war in Iraq raged on and the concept of a new
golden age for the Near-East lost much of its luster,
a startling new element was introduced when a free,
democratic election in Palestine resulted in a victory
for Hamas.

. . . Democratic elections are not
supposed to turn government
over to terrorist groups.

We were able to offer a few obligatory
congratulations about process, but it was clear our
heart wasn’t in it. We were stunned. Democratic
elections are not supposed to turn government over
to terrorist groups.
The next blow to the neocon plan came in
Lebanon where, after much effort on our part and the
assassination of a popular Lebanese leader, Syrian
control was ended and the Lebanese were able to
form their own government. This was not a complete
conversion, however, as it included a strong block
committed to Hezbollah, the terrorist organization
that operated out of Syria and which, like Hamas, has
been largely funded by Iran.
When Hezbollah militia captured two Israeli
soldiers, Israel’s response was swift and a heavy
air, artillery and tank attack was launched against
southern Lebanon. It targeted civilian structures as
well as military and turned the population there into
a moving mass of refugees seeking a difficult exit
either by land to the north or by sea to the west.
With the explosion in Lebanon the number
of regional wars/occupations reached four –
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Afghanistan, Iraq, Lebanon and Palestine. We only
have troops in the first two, but are heavily involved
in the others through our relationship with Israel
which is generally seen to be our proxy there. This
relationship is so inflammatory to Muslims that it has
threatened, and will continue to threaten, whatever
political initiatives we undertake.
Against this background our diplomatic
presence and efforts become increasingly difficult.
The arms used by Israel in Lebanon and Palestine are
mostly provided by us; and it has been our policy
for a half century never to criticize the purpose,
execution or consequence of any Israeli action.
In southern Lebanon, where air and artillery
attacks have leveled whole neighborhoods and
rendered their inhabitants homeless, our response
has been to call for a cease-fire and the placement
of a multi-national peace force. Our humanitarian
nature, however, is held hostage by the ideological
supremacy of the war on terror, as we have called for
a delay in implementing these peace-making efforts
until we, and Israel, are assured that Hezbollah’s
military capability has been destroyed.
Such a response would raise questions of
sincerity in most confrontations. In the Near East
it is considered a regional cynicism that challenges
our credibility in every situation. Not all policy,
especially foreign, can be successful, and we may
never bring off the Near-Eastern transformation
envisaged by the neocons. But our real failure is
that our motivation, implementation and claims have
fallen so far off the mark of our intentions that they
now limit our effectiveness there and elsewhere.
As we view the events and images from
Lebanon that dominate our news broadcasts now, we
are struck with three very demanding and difficult
questions.
First, much of the destruction being wrought
upon southern Lebanon is being directed against
residential neighborhoods. In an age when we can
direct laser-guided bombs or missiles into doorways,
courtyards and chimney stacks, what calls for
this destruction of human life and its supporting
community environment?
The body language and the faces of refugees
reveal the same pain and terror as those we saw in
the Spanish Civil War, WW II, Korea, Vietnam, and
the Balkans. How can this moment of national and
personal agony be explained to the Lebanese as the
only way to bring democracy to their country?
We have become anaesthetized over time by
television’s vicarious experience of human suffering.
We are exposed to it visually, but the real horrors

– the growing closeness of explosions, the shaking
of buildings and the pain of blasted bodies – stay
where they are, thousands of miles from us. We are
very fortunate.
The second question that will not be
easily answered is that of the establishment of an
international force. Circumstances suggest that
the raising of this force must rely primarily on
European support, thereby posing another question
– Are we talking of action by the UN, the EU or
individual nations? We could probably expect some
token assistance ( just enough to deflect opinion
from their historical enmity with Israel) from
neighboring Arab states, but the chances of other
areas providing troops are slim. Experience shows
that even UN forces take time to organize and deliver.
Meanwhile, time is nothing less than unbearable
agony for the Lebanese.
And the last question raised by the massive
destruction in Lebanon is - “Who will pay for it?”
Highways, bridges, airfields, utilities, water supplies,
schools and hospitals, if not destroyed, have had
their functional capability greatly diminished.

tensile balance has come into being that for the most
part allows both governments and factions to coexist.
There is a fascinating catch-22 here which
applies to us and anyone else attempting to redraw
the region’s political landscape. If we eliminate the
local strong man leader, such as Hussein in Iraq,
the government collapses and the country is turned
over to nameless and faceless insurgent factions.
If we choose, instead, to label the factions
in a country as “terrorists” and attack them, we
will upset the fragile balance and simultaneously
destablize the central government with which we had
hoped to cooperate in planting our vision of regional
democracy. Destabilized governments would call
for greater expense and effort on our part and at
the same time create a momentum towards increased
factional unrest and agitation in neighboring states
from which military opportunism might well follow.
*

*

Late Breaking News Addition
A fearful peace with poor prospects

. . . it is most likely that by one way
or another major funding
will be provided by the US tax payer . . .

Restoration will be neither easy nor quick.
And reconstruction will come at a heavy price. Who
will pay? Again, minor participation can be expected
from Lebanon’s Arab neighbors, and perhaps from
Israel, but it is most likely that by one way or
another the major funding will be provided by the
US tax payer by some process over which he has no
control.
Our declared agenda in the Near-East is made
difficult, if not impossible, by an enduring and,
perhaps, intractable fact of political life there.
It is a center of intense factionalism where every
government’s structure is laced with religious,
political, tribal and ethnic groups which weaken
their host governments by claiming and dividing
state power.
If too much government power is lost or wasted
in factional battles, government is destabilized and
replaced by the chaos of constant factional strife.
In such a circumstance, only a very strong power
figure such as Saddam Hussein or Ayatollah Khomeini
can pull things back together and restore central
authority. Somehow, over generations a delicate

*

The fighting in southern Lebanon stopped
on August 14, thirty-four days after it began. The
damage to places and persons is extensive and offers
no hope of any quick or easy relief.
Both sides have claimed “victory”. We think
these claims are hollow rhetoric and that life in
southern Lebanon in the foreseeable future will be
fearful at best.
The most ominous indication of what we
might reasonably expect can be found in Israeli
Prime Misister Ehud Olmert’s speech to the Knesset
annoucing the cease-fire in which he admitted making
mistakes in the waging of the war but promised that
they will be corrected the next time!
Peace, it would seem, is only a lull between
wars. While effective military defense is often
achieved by anticipation, Mr. Olmert’s words seem
intended only to anticipate and deflect dosmestic
policital criticism, rather than to address an urgent
international crisis.
This is a tough mind-set to deal with —
especially for third parties — and it clearly reveals
the extent to which hatred dominates reason in this
region.
We may be witness to the near-eastern version
of the hundred year’s war at its half-way point.
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philosophy that has grown largely from origins in
the conservative movement over the past 25 years.
Within the present administration it counts among its
supporters Bush, Cheney, Rice, Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz
and Perle.

QUOTA QUOTES
In our last issue, devoted to immigration, we said
that we would include a comment on immigration by
famous Americans. Here is our first:

*

*

*

“the policy…of its (immigration) taking place in
a body (I mean settling them in a body) may be much
questioned, for by so doing, they retain the language,
habits and principles (good or bad) which they bring

EDITOR’S BIO

with them. Whereas by an intermixture with our people,
they, or their descendants, get assimilated to our

Mr. Ault is retired from business, a graduate of
Yale University, and the author of A Retail Food
Study (La Roche & Co. NYC, NY 1957) which described
the emergence and growing dominance of the
supermarket in American food retailing.

customs, measures and laws; in a word soon become one
people.”
			

- - - George Washington, 1794

END NOTES
*

1) — The Mucker Pose by James Truslow Adams,
Harper’s Magazine, 1928. This essay served as both
title and topic of the commencement day address to
the class of 1945 at Phillips Academy, Andover, MA
given by Emory S. Basford, Chairman of its English
Department
2) — DeTocqueville was accompanied by a friend,
Gustave deBeaumont. Much of the comment and
analysis is probably the result of discussions between
them, but deTocqueville is generally recognized as
the author.
3) — New York Times; 9/30/04; Hatchet job on the
king’s English by Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W.E.B.
DuBois Professor of the Humanities, the chair of
Afro-American Studies and the director of the W.E.B.
DuBois Institute for Afro-American Research at
Harvard University
4) — Palm Beach Post – 4/23/06
5) — Ibid – 9/2/04 – Liz Smith
6) — Excellence; Can We Be Equal and Excellent Too?
By John W. Gardner. Harper & Row, Publishers, NYC,
NY
7) — Citizens Against Government Waste; Waste
Watch, July 2006
8) — Beware the Stealth Amnesty, by Pat Buchanan.
Middle American News, July 2006
9) — Palm Beach Post, 8/7/04 “And to the ‘C’
students, I say, “You, too can be president of the
United States.”
10) — Neocon refers to a believer in a political
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